Superqubits are the minimal supersymmetric extension of qubits. In this paper we investigate in detail their unusual properties with emphasis on their potential role in (super)quantum information theory and foundations of quantum mechanics. We propose a partial solution to the problem of negative transition probabilities that appear in the theory and has been previously reported elsewhere. The modification does not affect the performance of supersymmetric entangled states in the CHSH game -superqubits provide resources more nonlocal than it is allowed by ordinary quantum mechanics. It is a widely accepted fact nowadays that quantum mechanics is a qualitatively different theory compared to classical mechanics. Quantum mechanics provides resources such as pure or mixed entangled states that are impossible to simulate in classical physics. But an interesting point was raised by Popescu and Rohrlich in [4] almost two decades ago. They asked why quantum mechanics could not have been even more nonlocal than it actually is. First, they recalled an earlier result by Tsirelson [2] who showed that in a certain version of Bell's inequalities [1], known as the CHSH inequality [3] , no quantum-mechanical state can violate the inequality more than a maximally entangled state. So their question was: Going beyond Tsirelson's bound, does it clash with other established principles of physics, namely the impossibility of superluminal communication (the so-called no-signalling condition)? Surprisingly, the answer is no and there exists a gap between Tsirelson's bound and unhealthy theories allowing faster-than-light communication. Henceforth, quantum mechanics is not the maximally nonlocal theory it could have been. That immediately raises another question whether a consistent theory inhabiting the gap could be constructed or even realized in Nature. A considerable effort has been recently spent on investigating the consequences of such a superquantum theory [6, 7, 9] and a number of results showed that if Tsirelson's bound is crossed certain entropic quantities valid in quantum mechanics would become invalid [10] [11] [12] [13] . This would have significant implications for the fields of quantum information theory and foundations of physics [8] .
physics beyond Standard Model. It is nonetheless important to stress that the Lie superalgebra and the derived structures studied in this paper are not directly related to any hypothetical superpartner. Despite of this, there are at least three reasons why it is an interesting problem to study. First, there exists at least two proposals from condensed matter physics where supersymmetry, in particular the family of orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras osp(p|q), plays a key role [37] [38] [39] . Second, the developed methods and concepts can be eventually used for higherdimensional Lie superalgebras that are relevant to supersymmetry-based high-energy physics. Finally, if we ignore the question of direct physical relevance, it is an exciting quest to create a synthetic quantum theory that contains ordinary quantum mechanics and non-trivially extends it at the same time.
The result of [17] suggests that the supersymmetric extension of quantum mechanics based on superqubits may be a candidate for a superquantum theory that lies in the gap between ordinary quantum theory and PR boxes. This is due to the violation of Tsirelson's bound reported there. An unfortunate consequence is the presence of negative transition probabilities. They never appear in the actual calculation leading to the result but one would like to avoid them entirely. Here we propose a solution to this problem for single superqubits. The same issue in the case of multi-superqubit states remains open and is likely to be resolved in the context of a larger Lie supergroup.
This paper has a multiple purpose: (i) to anchor the notion of superqubits on a firm mathematical footing that has its roots in the theory of Lie superalgebras and related structures, (ii) to systematically develop the rules for calculating with superqubits in the same way quantum information theorists deal with qubits and, (iii) to offer a solution to the problem of occurrence of negative probabilities. This is an issue first encountered in [17] and we offer a partial solution by means of compactification of the superqubit space. As a result, the problem of negative probabilities disappears for single superqubits. An important consequence is that we violate Tsirelson's bound less (p sqbit win ≃ 0.8647) than reported in [17] . From other results it is worth of mentioning that we have introduced a super Hilbert space on the vector subspace of the supermatrix space M(p|q, CΛ N ) together with formalizing the notions of a (super)ket and bra based on superlinear algebra. The supermatrix formalism enables us to easy manipulate and calculate with superqubits.
There are two main sections and two appendices in this paper. Section I introduces superqubits in a manner different from the original article [16] . It attempts to introduce some additional, perhaps less known or novel, details about the used superstructures in order to formalize the notion of a superqubit from the mathematical point of view. It heavily relies on the definitions and terminology of supermathematics summarized and reviewed in Appendix A. Section II focuses more on the physical consequences of the developed formalism and we investigate the performance of bipartite superqubit states in the CHSH game. Appendix B brings detailed calculations of some results in Section I based on superlinear algebra whose theory is outlined in Appendix A. The paper concludes with a number of open questions.
I. SUPERQUBITS
The purpose of this section is to formally introduce superqubits, their properties and relation to qubits. Superqubits can be understood as a supersymmetric version of qubits studied in quantum information theory. The discussion here is built on some standard knowledge and results in the theory of Lie superalgebras and superlinear algebra that has been reviewed in reasonable detail in Appendix A. The notation and terminology used in this section has also been defined there. Here we gather some useful definitions and prove certain facts about the studied superstructures not found anywhere in the literature known to the author. The immediate starting point is Def. 31. Remark. The elements of Λ p|q are represented by supermatrices from the set M(p|q, CΛ N ) (see Def. 29) . The proof is given for supermatrices where p = q = 1. It can be handled in full generality for M(p|q, CΛ N ) but I believe that the explicit calculation that follows will be more enlightening. Moreover, the generalization for an arbitrary p and q is straightforward.
Remark. Note that we do not require the form to be positive semidefinite or Hermitian. This terminology has not been defined for supermatrices. Also, there is likely more than one candidate for the form with the required properties but we will not need an explicit example for the sake of this Theorem. The restriction to a specific bilinear form will appear after the definition of the uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) algebra when the will be shown to be super Hermitian and positive semidefinite (see the introduction of a super Hilbert space on page 13).
Remark. Here we start using the super ket and bra notation. For its origin, see the important remark on page 35 .
Proof. For the sake of the proof we set p = q = 1 as the simplest non-trivial case. Using the standard basis Eq. (A.1), a homogeneous supermatrix S ∈ M(1|1, CΛ N ) will be written as
where a, b, c, d ∈ CΛ N . In particular, (see the discussion after Eq. (A.2)) |S| = 0 if |a| = |d| = 0 and |b| = |c| = 1 and |S| = 1 when the grade of the entries is reversed. Superkets and bras that appear in Eq. (A.29) are column and row super vectors, respectively. In this particular case, if |z| = 0 the vector takes the following form:
where η is any odd element of CΛ N (it can be, without loss of generality, one of the generators of the Grassmann algebra CΛ N ) and x is an even Grassmann number. For |z| = 1 we have |z = η x and again |η| = 1 and |x| = 0. (i) To prove Eq. (1) it is sufficient to verify the following four configurations that occur:
• |S| = 0 and |z| = 0. LHS of (1):
RHS of (1):
The properties of the grade involution # were used (Def. 32) as well as the definition of the supertranspose, Eq. (A.23). As we can see, both sides are equal for any choice of s ∈ Λ 1|1 without an explicit form of the bilinear form. We obtain similar agreement in the remaining three possibilities.
• |S| = 0 and |z| = 1.
LHS:
RHS:
• |S| = 1 and |z| = 0. LHS:
• |S| = 1 and |z| = 1. LHS:
(ii) The antilinearity of ‡ (Eq. (A.30)) follows from the linearity of ST and the properties of the hash mapping Def. 32.
(iii) Since Eq. (A.15) holds for S ∈ M(p|q, CΛ N ) as well [19, 22] and because the hash preserves the order of a product, Eq. (A.34b), the desired property immediatelly follows.
(iv) Finally, to show Eq. (A.32) we use the commutativity of ST and # and write
using property (A.34c). Similarly, for |S| = 1 we obtain
The double dagger operator used in the previous theorem will be called the grade adjoint or eventually superadjoint. But this is not the end of the story. Whatever extension of quantum mechanics we are trying to invent, it must contain current quantum mechanics with all its successful machinery and measurement predictions. This is the main reason to focus on a certain subset of supermatrices equipped with the grade adjoint. The subset is defined by asking the supermatrices to be super anti-Hermitian (also called super self-adjoint). They become antiHermitian if we restrict to even matrices thus making contact with ordinary quantum mechanics. We will later show something much stronger. First a definition [30, 32] :
This is a crucial definition and we will spend some time by analyzing its consequences. First of all, we have chosen the lowest-dimensional orthosymplectic algebra osp(1|2; R) to start with. In the previous paragraph we talked about extending quantum mechanics without sacrificing any of its properties. This is perhaps too ambitious for the first try so let's consider an extension of a basic building block of finite-dimensional quantum mechanics -a two-level system (qubit). Arguments will be presented to show that osp(1|2; R) is the lowest-dimensional Lie superalgebra containing qubits with all its usual quantum-mechanical properties and the unitary orthosymplectic algebra uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) is a key tool [16] .
Contrary to osp(1|2; R), the algebra uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) is not a Lie superalgebra in the sense of Def. 25. It contains only even supermatrices as we prove in the next lemma. Note that sometimes uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) is defined as S ∈ osp(1|2; CΛ N ) subject to S ‡ = −S [30, 31] where the elements of osp(1|2; CΛ N ) are already by definition even supermatrices. Here we show that one can start with an arbitrary 'grassmannified' element of osp(1|2; R) given by the above definition [32] and it is the super self-adjoint constraint S ‡ = −S that singles out even supermatrices. Another important (and perhaps surprising) consequence of S ‡ = −S is that the order of the standard basis Eq. (A.1) for the underlying Z 2 -graded vector space has been reversed with respect to osp(1|2; R). Let's illustrate it on the odd generators of the osp(1|2; R) algebra. Written in the standard basis Eq. (A.1) for p = 1 and q = 2, they are reresented by the following matrices [30, 32] :
On the other hand, the uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) algebra has a bosonic (even) subalgebra that happens to be the su(2) algebra occupying a two-dimensional subspace spanned by (two) even basis vectors. So in reality we should write uosp(2|1; CΛ N ) instead of uosp(1|2; CΛ N ). We won't do that to keep the notation consistent with the majority of literature but to be able to consistently use the supermatrix operations and rules as presented in Appendix A (recall that the supertranspose depends on the standard basis order), we have to work with the generators of uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) written in the standard basis. The odd generators uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) happen to be the same as those in Eq. (3) and that implies to shift the basis order and redefine the odd generators as
where
We will label them Q 1 , Q 2 as well. The same transformation applies to the even generators of osp(1|2; R) written [32] as A j = i/2(0 ⊕ σ j ) where σ i are Pauli matrices:
. This is the convention used in the rest of the paper. Proof. The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2; R) has five generators. Following Def. 22 and the discussions preceding this lemma, we see that |A j | = 0 and |Q i | = 1 and they belong to End(R 2|1 ) ⊂ M(2|1; CΛ N ). The algebra uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) also forms a subset of M(2|1; CΛ N ). We will assume the existence of odd supermatrices in uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) and prove the statement by contradiction. (i) Assume S = i z i ζ i A i where z i ∈ C, |ζ i | = 1 and so |S| = 1. Then from S ‡ = −S and
But this is impossible unless z i = 0 since for all odd supernumbers (and from any finitedimensional Grassmann algebra) Eq. (A.34) dictates that (ζ
where z i ∈ C and |ζ i | = 0 (so |S| = 1 again). Let ǫ ij be the two-dimensional anti-symmetric tensor (ǫ 12 = 1). One can verify from (3) that
But then again, this is incompatible with the constraint S ‡ = −S unless z i = 0.
Hence an arbitrary element of the uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) algebra is given by
since S ‡ = −S is valid as long as ξ # i = ξ i ∈ CΛ N,0 holds and for any ζ ∈ CΛ N,1 . As we have already mentioned [23, 30, 31] , the uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) algebra is not a Lie superalgebra but something closer to an ordinary Lie algebra due to the presence of Grassmann numbers. The main purpose for considering even supermatrices such as Eq. (5) is that unlike the case of Lie superalgebras, there exists an exponential map transforming this Grassmann number-assisted Lie algebra into the corresponding Lie group [24, 30] . More precisely, there is an equivalent of the Zassenhaus formula for even supermatrices but not for orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras due to the presence of the anticommutator for odd elements of osp(p|q; R) [29] . A similar issue seems to exist for other Lie superalgebras.
The unitary supergroup U OSP (1|2; CΛN ) and superqubits
We start with the definition of the U OSP (1|2; CΛ N ) group [30] .
where S is Eq. (5) . An arbitrary group element can be written as
Note that the super adjoint condition on the algebraic level leads to the superunitary condition on the group level
It is no coincidence that it resembles the pattern from the ordinary su(d) Lie algebra. A selfadjoint generator of the su(d) Lie algebra becomes a unitary matrix representing an element of the corresponding group SU (d). We set N = 2 for the order of the Grassmann algebra CΛ N . This is the lowest-dimensional non-trivial complex Grassmann algebra equipped with the grade involution (the hash map #) from Def. 32. The case N = 1 is impossible since at least two odd Grassmann generators are needed (η and its complex conjugate η # ). For N = 0 the whole process is a mere complexification we are not interested in. Hence, following Def. 24, the S ‡ = −S condition dictates the most general form of coefficients in Eq. (5) to be
The constraint S ‡ = −S implies a i , b i ∈ R. Recall that A ‡ i = −A i and |ξ i | = 0. Hence ξ # i = ξ i and soā i = a i andb i = b i . Surprisingly, p 1 , p 2 in ζ can't be arbitrary complex but the reason is not S ‡ = −S. We will get to it in Lemma 6. To proceed, we take an inspiration from the world of qubits. Qubits carry the fundamental representation of SU (2). The space of qubits is not identified with the SU (2) group manifold (the S 3 sphere) but rather with a coset space S 2 = SU (2)/U (1) (the Bloch sphere). The reason is that from the physical point of view, there is a redundancy in the form of an overall phase generated by U (1). This well known insight is based on the geometric approach to quantum mechanics [14] , but let's make it explicit to compare it with what follows for superqubits. If we exponentiate an arbitrary element of the su(2) Lie algebra we obtain
where m = i a 2 i . The explicit transition from SU (2) to SU (2)/U (1) is achieved by setting m = 1.
For the SU (2) part of U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) the exponentiation goes through in exactly the same way. The only difference is that the parameter m = i a 2 i + 2a i b i ηη # is even Grassmann. We can ignore this overall Grassmann number by setting m = 1 [32] [33] [34] [35] 
Definition 5 ( [16, [32] [33] [34] [35] 38] 
If we set b i = 0 for all i in Eq. (8) we can interpret α = cos ϑ, β = e iφ sin ϑ as the usual reparametrization of the Bloch sphere for qubits since then α, β ∈ C and so α # ≡ᾱ, β # ≡β.
Lemma 6. For Z in Eq. (9) to belong to U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ), the parameters p 1 , p 2 must satisfy
Proof. Since Z ∈ U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) then for any other
For the purpose of the proof let's further assume U (α, β) = U (γ, δ) = id, where id is the unit (identity) matrix. Then the above requirement becomes SS ′ = S ′′ which can be rephrased using Eq. (6) as
. Using Eq. (B.5), the LHS of Eq. (10) becomes
where Q = Q 1 Q 2 − Q 2 Q 1 and the terms with more than two Grassmann numbers are zero due to their nilpotentcy. The RHS reads
The first rows on the left and right are identical. For equality (10) to hold, Q 
and
But this is not enough. In addition to the two constraints on p i and q j , these coefficients must also be independent. This is not an oxymoron. For S, S ′ to be group elements, the action of S following S ′ cannot be dependent on the coefficients chosen for S ′ . So p 1 , p 2 cannot be a function of q 1 and q 2 in any way. Therefore, Eqs. (13) and (14) are to be understood as constraints on p i , q j , not prescriptions to get p i from q j or vice-versa.
Remarkably, these requirements can be satisfied by first setting Kp 1 = p 2 ≡ p and Kq 1 = q 2 ≡ q where K ∈ C. Like that the first constraint Eq. (13) is satisfied and the second becomes (by setting p 2 ≡ p, q 2 ≡ q) pq =pq.
Here again q can't depend on p orp and so the only option is to set p =p and q =q. Hence p, q ∈ R.
Following this result, the final step we take is to reparametrize the Grassmann variables in Eq. (9) by setting
Hence P 2 = p 2 and from Eq. (9) we finally obtain
The derivation of S(2pη) with the prior knowledge of Lemma 6 is presented in the last section of Appendix B.
Actually, due to Lemma 3 the Z supermatrices are even only. The standard basis for M(2|1, CΛ 2 ) reads
This is nothing else than the standard (free) basis Eq. (A.1) written in the physics notation. The basis states |0 and |1 are even (bosonic) states. The basis state |• has a distinguished notation introduced in [16] to stress out that the basis state is odd (fermionic). The reason why we call them bosonic and fermionic states will be clarified later.
Remark. Here we continue using the super ket and bra notation. For its origin and differences to the previous use in Theorem 1, see the important remark on page 35.
Let's return to the explicit form of the superqubit Eq. (9) . First, we observe that the matrix U (α, β) is an element of the SU (2) subgroup as a consequence of the su(2) subalgebra of uosp(1|2, CΛ 2 ). The second matrix S(2pη) from Eq. (15) is more interesting. Here come two simple lemmas studying its properties. (i) S(2pη)S(2qη) = S(2(p + q)η) follows from matrix multiplication.
(ii) The existence of an identity S(0) = id follows by inspecting Eq. (15) .
The second equality follows from the definition of the superadjoint, the properties of the grade involution Eqs. (A.34) and the supertranspose given by Eq. (A.23). Then, S(−2pη)S(2pη) = id can be verified by matrix multiplication.
The group (R, +) is non-compact -an issue whose solution we will offer later. Next, we show that the two matrices U and S 'essentially' commute.
Proof. The claim can be proved directly by matrix multiplication but it is easier (and sufficient) to show that
where m = •, 0, 1.
As follows from Eqs. (9) and (15), the general form of a pure superqubit is
(17) Note the minus sign in the rightmost equation accompanying the coefficient p(αη − βη # ). 'Pulling out' the Grassmann coefficients to the left (that's what is happening in the second equality) is dictated by the rules of multiplication of even/odd vectors and even/odd Grassmann numbers (see Eq. (B.6) and the remark in the end of this section). Using the properties of the supertranspose we find the corresponding bra vector
Def. 5 and the strict rules of supermatrix algebra lead to some differences compared to the original definition of a superqubit [16] . After the following change of variables
(that happens to be similar to the transformation of Grassmann variables in Lemma 8) the states in (17) and (18) become
The main difference between here and Ref. [16] is the plus sign in the even Grassmann coefficients of |0 and |1 already visible in Eq. (9) . Super density matrices can now easily be constructed. As an example, assume α = 1, β = 0 for simplicity. Eqs. (17) and (18) lead to the superdensity matrix
The supertrace, Eq. (B.1), can be rewritten as sTr(S) = i (−) |i| s ii where s ii = i |S |i and so sTr(̺) = 1 as expected. This corresponds to ψ|ψ = 1 calculated in one of the examples in Appendix B. The supermatrix ̺ is even and super Hermitian:
Remark. To make a connection with Def. 28, note that ψ ∈ Λ 2|1 . The components of the column supermatrix in Eq. (17) are the right coordinates of ψ. The reason why we write them on the left is purely a matter of habit. But to be allowed to do so we had to change the sign in the second equality of (17) following Eq. (A.19).
The standard basis and Jordan-Schwinger representation
The generators of the uosp(1|2, CΛ 2 ) algebra are linear operators acting on the space M(2|1, CΛ N ) spanned by the basis {|0 , |1 , |• } in this (standard) order. It is advantageous to introduce the Jordan-Schwinger (also called oscillator) representation of the uosp(1|2, CΛ 2 ) algebra. Let's define a 'vacuum' state |vac by b 1 |vac = b 2 |vac = f |vac = 0. In the 'single-particle' sector we get
The bosonic operators
and f, f ‡ are operators satisfying the canonical anticommutation relation {f, f ‡ } = 1. We have thus justified the name bosonic for even states and fermionic for odd states. Then the su(2) subalgebra generators are represented by
where and
The odd generators can be expressed as
One can verify that the expression Q ‡ i = −ǫ ij Q j holds in the Jordan-Schwinger operator representation as well by using (f
The first property, on the other hand, follows from the fact that |• is an odd vector and
It is a special case of Eq. (A.27) (see also the identification of superkets and bras in the subsection that follows in Appendix A).
It remains to be argued why {|0 , |1 } is called a qubit basis. Naively, it seems sufficient to say that the states are eigenstates of A 3 that corresponds to the embedded Pauli operator σ 3 for qubits. But one has to investigate what happens for a system of two or more bosons and whether their exchange statistics conform to the behavior of two or more qubits when they are swapped. The answer is that unlike a system of two or more fermions, we can indeed associate N distinguishable bosons with N qubits. Note that in our case the parameter that distinguishes the two bosons
The space spanned by the vectors from Eq. (21) is a Z 2 -graded Hilbert space. But once we start constructing even particle sectors we run into troubles. It turns out that this is an example of a grade star representation [27] where by taking a tensor product of two such representations we obtain a vector space that is not a Hilbert space. It is a consequence of the following lemma.
Proof.
and we assume α = 1, β = 0 that is sufficient for the proof's sake. Superqubits are even supervectors and hence |ψ 1 |ψ 2 = |ψ 2 |ψ 1 . This follows from elementary superlinear algebra:
where the third equality comes from the fermionic character of the bullet state:
Since the superqubits are normalized to one (see one of the examples from the last section of Appendix B) we can proceed by writing:
Therefore, the grade adjoint must satisfy ‡ :
To see the consequence, we write (following Eqs. (19b) and (B.7))
(27) Therefore, the action of the superadjoint on the double-bullet component of |ψ 1 |ψ 2 in Eq. (25) must result in:
(The minus sign in the leftmost expression comes from swapping η 2 and |• 1 in the last summand of the middle row of (25)). But this is precisely the last summand of Eq. (27) and hence
This is a rather important lemma so let's show if it is consistent with the properties of odd operators. From Eq. (A.32) we know that (f ‡ ) ‡ = −f since f is odd. The product of three fermion operators is odd as well and so
Clearly, the proved action of the grade adjoint in Eq. (24) is compatible with the above equation because of
Remark. If we used the properties of the usual adjoint that reverses the order of two operators upon which it acts, we would find that
as expected. The two mappings (dagger and double dagger) are indeed different in many aspects.
Super Hilbert space
Lemma 9 has interesting consequences. The grade adjoint of
and so the norm of this state is negative
Does it mean that after so much work we don't even have a proper Hilbert space? Fortunately, the answer is no and there are two reasons for it. First, looking at Eq. (9) we notice something unusual. The U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) does not act transitively and so the superqubit space is not a homogeneous space. There is no unitary Z ∈ U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) that would take us from a subspace spanned by {|0 , |1 } to the subspace spanned by |• . That is not surprising because Z is even and by definition it cannot change the degree of a homogeneous vector.
In principle, we could define even superqubits like in Eq. (17) and odd superqubits by S(2pη)U (α, β) |• that would not be equivalent. However, a tensor product of two odd superqubits would suffer from the same problem as the state |• 1 |• 2 -its norm would be negative.
The second key aspect is the transition from Lie superalgebras to Grassmann-valued Lie algebras we underwent in Def. 2. The constraint on even operators is nothing else than a super version of antihermiticity. We can trivially rewrite the constraint S ‡ = −S as S ‡ G + GS = 0 where
is a matrix representing a non-degenerate, bilinear and positive semidefinite form that again appears right after Def. 4 in Eq. (7) as Z ‡ GZ = G. We implicitly used this metric when we normalized the superqubit in Eq. (17) . This choice is important yet from another reason than positivity. The U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) group acts as an isometry group on a vector space equipped with the inner product induced by G.
Definition 10. Let S be a non-degenerate form
We wish the following properties to be satisfied:
where u, v ∈ Λ 2|1 are even and α ∈ C. The subscript C in case (iv) denotes the complex (non-Grassmann) part of a supernumber or any other encountered superstructure.
The definition has interesting consequences that we will discuss in detail.
Proposition 11. Let − | − be an inner product induced by G(e i , e j ) = g ij (Eq. (29) ) defined as Remark. It follows from definition that Zu|Zv = u|Z ‡ Zv = u|v for all u, v ∈ Λ 2|1 and Z ∈ U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ). In ordinary complex vector spaces there wouldn't be a reason to prove anything. G would be a metric preserved by SU (3) and the axioms from Def. 10 would become trivial or satisfied by definition. What makes things less trivial is that Λ 2|1 is a CΛ 2 -bimodule (for more information see Appendix A).
Remark. Note that on the left hand side of (30) there are elements of Λ 2|1 but on the right hand side, the right coordinates of u, v appear that form row and column supermatrices belonging to M(2|1, CΛ 2 ). The advantage of calculating on the right side is that it is mere multiplication of rows and columns. But by performing the calculation in Λ 2|1 we obviously have to get the same result:
whereẽ i e j = δ ij (cf. Eq. (16)). In the second equality we used the fact that u, v are even. Thus |u i | = |i| and so u i# e j = (−)
Remark. We are allowed to use the same bracket notation as in Theorem 1 since there we use the same form for the space Λ p|q (used already in Def. 31 for its subspace End(C p|q )). If p = 2, q = 1, the U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) group that is by definition acting on a subspace of M(2|1, CΛ 2 ) inherits the metric and the above four properties will be shown to be satisfied. They may not hold (and in fact they don't since, for example, positive semidefiniteness is not defined) in the whole M(2|1, CΛ 2 ).
Proof. (i) Write an even element of Λ
2|1 as v = e 1 v 1 + e 2 v 2 + e 3 v 3 where v 1 , v 2 ∈ CΛ 2,0 and v 3 ∈ CΛ 2,1 . We find that the normalization requirement v|v = 1 implies
where the normalization follows from Eq. (30) (or (31)). Grassmann numbers can be inverted only if the non-Grassmann part is nonzero. That implies the necessary assumptions v
Then the normalization can be written 1
where c 1 , c 2 ∈ R. But then v is precisely the superqubit from Eq. (19a). Interestingly, the requirement of positive semidefiniteness singles out superqubits.
(ii) For u, v not necessarily normalized to one, we write
The second equality follows the properties of the grade involution Def. 32 and the third equality is valid for both v i even and odd. If v i is even then u i# is even as well (recall that g ij is diagonal), (−) |i| = 1 and they commute. If v i is odd then u i# is odd as well, (−) |i| = −1 and they anticommute. This cancels the minus sign and so we always obtain u i# v i .
(iii) This immediately follows from the definition of the inner product and the fact that # acts as ordinary complex conjugation for α ∈ C.
(iv) v 1 , v 2 are even Grassmann numbers and so they also contain purely complex components by assuming v 1 C = 0 or v 2 C = 0. The same holds for their product and hence u|v C = (u
On the other hand, we immediately get
The consistency condition (case (iv)) has an impact from the physical point of view:
Corollary 12. Quantum theory based on superqubits is not a modification of quantum mechanics but rather its extension to a specific supersymmetric domain.
Indeed, if we threw away the Grassmann part of the superqubit state (by setting p = 0 in Eq. (17)) the state reduces to an ordinary qubit requiring no further action) and all the super structures we introduced would become the familiar constructions from quantum theory. The kind of supersymmetry we study here simply describes ordinary quantum theory but in the supersymmetric domain. So it does not alter its non-supersymmetric part -there is no reason to modify the non-supersymmetric quantum mechanics since its validity has been verified. To complete the 'proof' of the corollary one last thing remains to be clarified -the definition of the measurement probability.
Before we delve into the discussions of how to interpret Grassmann variables as probabilities we have to close the question of the existence of a Hilbert space for multipartite states. Def. 10 only explicitly talks about single superqubits and the question can only be fully resolved after higher Lie superalgebras and groups have been studied. But we can say something already now. If we take a tensor product of k superqubits it is clear that they will live in a subspace superunitarily connected with the usual k-qubit basis of dimension 2 k . So, for instance, the state |• 1 |• 2 ≡ |•• 12 that causes so much trouble is not a valid two-superqubit state -there is no superunitary Z 1 ⊗ Z 2 that would transform any state from the even two-superqubit subspace to |•• 12 . Another example would be the state |ψ 12 = |01 − |10 + |•• . Its norm equals one but this state does not belong to the Hilbert space introduced above because the norm of one of the basis states (|•• 12 ) is minus one.
Grassmann-valued probabilities and the Rogers norm
Definition 13. Let the Grassmann-valued transition probability function between two superqubits ϕ and ψ be defined as
The rationale behind the definition is easy to uncover. For ordinary qubits, Eq. (32) automatically becomes Born's rule. This is essential because recall that the SU (2) group is a subgroup of the U OSP (1|2; CΛ N ). Using item (ii) of Proposition 11, we can write p G (ϕ, ψ) = ϕ|ψ ψ|ϕ but this reminds us of the supertrace operation illustrated on Eq. (20) . In fact, this expression behaves as we are used to from quantum mechanics: ϕ|ψ ψ|ϕ = Zi|ψ ψ|Z ‡ i = i|Z ‡ ψ Zψ|i = i|ψ ψ |i , where Z ∈ U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ), so we obtained the diagonal coefficients of |ψ ψ |. But because superqubits are by definition even, this is just a special case of the supertrace rule
The question we face now is how to interpret Grassmann-valued transition probability functions. Is there something special about the Grassmann numbers that are obtained by means of Eq. (32) for any two superqubits ϕ, ψ? It turns out that this is the case. Such Grassmann numbers are not only always even (follows from Proposition 11 (ii)) but also satisfy the 'reality condition': Definition 14. An even Grassmann number ζ ∈ CΛ N,0 will be called real if ζ # = ζ.
As a small detour, due to the reality condition definition we can actually gain some fresh insight into the origin of the two types of automorphisms from Def. 32.
Lemma 15. Let conj : Λ N → Λ N be an antilinear map. For an arbitrary ζ ∈ Λ N we define the reality condition on ζ to be
Then, there are at least two types of conjugations satisfying the reality condition.
Proof. First suppose that the map is an antiautomorphism. The left side of Eq. (34) becomes
For it to be equal to the RHS of Eq. (34), conj must be an involution:
The map is then the usual complex conjugation defined for Grassmann variables in quantum field theory of fermions [47] (the star map from Def. 32)
The second option is an order preserving type of conjugation conj(ζ conj(ζ)) = conj(ζ) conj(conj(ζ)) .
In order to satisfy the RHS of Eq. (34) it must hold that conj(conj(ζ)) = −ζ.
So this kind of conjugation is precisely the hash map also introduced in Def. 32 and used throughout this work
For ζ ∈ C both maps become ordinary complex conjugation and Eq. (34) is trivially satisfied.
Remark. It might be interesting to show how many more mappings there are for Grassmann variables that satisfy the reality condition. Let's go back to the interpretation of Grassmann variables. We are not the first ones to ask about their meaning [40] . The pioneering work in this direction had been done by A. Rogers and others in the 80's [41] . The motivation there was then the burgeoning field of superanalysis on supermanifolds [42] [43] [44] as a response to the discovery of supersymmetric theories in physics. This is a branch of mathematics on its own indirectly related to the topic of this work. We will just define the Rogers prescription of how to extract ordinary numbers from Grassmann numbers and see if it can be of use for us. Of course, the reason why Grassmann numbers cannot be used directly is that they cannot be ordered in the first place. But there is another, closely related, reason. The outputs of measurement devices are real numbers as well as the outcomes probabilities and we would like to have an elegant prescriptionà la quantum mechanics.
Definition 16 (The Rogers norm [41] ). Let ζ ∈ CΛ N be an arbitrary supernumber whose general form was introduced in Def. 24 . The Rogers norm of ζ is defined as
Spaces equipped with the Rogers norm teem with many interesting properties we will not discuss here [41] . From a broader point of view, it is probably the most straightforward way of extracting real numbers from Grassmann numbers -one simply looks at the accompanying coefficients. So even though our situation is different (we want to interpret even Grassmannvalued probabilities), the most natural way we will use to get real numbers from Grassmann numbers is similar.
If we applied the Rogers norm directly to the Grassmann-valued transition probability calculated according to Def. 13
obtained from
(and assumed α = γ = 1, β = δ = 0 for a moment), we would get
but face a problem: The Rogers norm does not respect the order of Grassmann variables and as a consequence we would get real number impossible to interpret as probabilities. Notice that we get the same result if we swap the Grassmann generators |1−(p−q) 2 η # η| R1 = 1+(p−q) 2 . This follows from how the Rogers norm has been defined. So a slight modification of the Rogers norm has been proposed in [17] where the two main differences are: (i) the modified Rogers norm respects the order of Grassmann generators that must be fixed during the whole calculation and (ii) the modified Rogers norm transforms even Grassmann-valued probability functions. This enables us to recast the calculation of the modified Rogers norm into a form familiar from the path integral formulation of QFT -a Berezin (also called Grassmann) integral [47] . This is the approach taken in this work -we reformulate the modified Rogers norm as a Berezin integral.
Let's recall some of its basic properties. We will assume existence of finite-dimensional Grassmann algebras where N = 2k for 1 ≤ k < ∞. Literature on the fermion path integral is divided regarding the definition of Grassmann integral [47] [48] [49] [50] . This is due to how a complex Grassmann algebra can be understood. Let's elaborate on this issue a bit more first by using the star involution from Def. 32. Usually, one starts with a real Grassmann algebra of order 2k generated by {θ i } 2k i=1 and define the single-variable Grassmann integral
The algebra can be complexified
where j = 1 . . . k. Hence [48, 50] 
and more generally for the multivariate case [47, 48] 
This expression has been used to extract real numbers from Grassmann-valued functions in [46] . We want the same prescription but for the grade involution # (for other options see [45] ). We again define
using the hash property Eq. (A.34b) from Def. 32. It follows that
exactly as for the star map Eq. (43).
Definition 17 (The modified Rogers norm [17, 46] ). Let τ ∈ CΛ N,0 be an even Grassmann number. The modified Rogers norm of τ is defined as
Recall that we consider Grassmann algebras where N = 2k for 1 ≤ k < ∞. Example. Let's take the lowest dimensional case N = 2 and calculate the modified Rogers norm of Eq. (40) 
FIG. 1:
The infinite blue stripe is the set where the transition probability between these two superqubits lies between zero and one. The two rectangles on the right indicate two subsets of R × R as candidates of how to compactify the superqubit space. The dashed rectangle is the set s1 defined in Eq. (51) . The inner rectangle is the subset s2 (Eq. (52)) motivated by Def. 18 dealing with the properties of transition probability functions.
The transition probability between two completely general pure supequbits reads
coming from Eq. (41). The product (αγ + βδ)(ᾱγ +βδ) has its origin in the SU (2) subgroup of Eq. (9). The rest of Eq. (50) is the consequence of the other subgroup isomorphic to the group (R, +) (the reals with addition) represented by the S matrix. We got rid of Grassmann variables by the prescription given in Def. 17 but another problem has appeared. We found in Lemma 7 that the Abelian group whose elements are S(2pη) is non-compact by looking at Eq. (50) we see why it is indeed a problem. There exists a choice of p ad q such that the transition probability becomes negative. The probability function is meaningful only for 0 ≤ p(ϕ, ψ) ≤ 1 implying |p − q| ≤ 1. This region is depicted on the left side of Fig. 1 .
Note that the probability of measurement of a superqubit ψ(p, α, β) in the canonical basis Eq. (21) is reasonable for 0 ≤ |p| ≤ 1. This motivates the following subset of allowed states
The s 1 is the rectangle demarcated by the dashed line on the right side of Fig. 1 . This choice is not satisfactory though. If we set 1/2 ≤ |p| ≤ 1 for the measured state, then there exists a rotation of the canonical basis (in particular by S(2qη) with 1/2 ≤ |q| ≤ 1) such that the probability is negative again. In other words, for a given state it makes sense to talk about measurement in one basis but not in a rotated one. This is conceptually hard to accept and to avoid this problem we further restrict the set s 1 to
The set s 2 is motivated by the following definition.
Definition 18 (Physical states). Let two superqubits ψ(p) and ϕ(q)
The states are considered physical only for such p, q also satisfying
The definition ensures that for all p there will be q from the same interval such that the transition probability between the corresponding states lies between zero and one. This naturally introduces a Cartesian product P = P ψ × P ϕ of two positivity domains P ψ and P ϕ . The positivity domain P ψ ⊂ D ψ where the set D ψ is defined as
Def. 18 leads to
and similarly for P ϕ . This is consistent with the set s 2 in Eq. (52) and the set is outlined by the solid rectangle in Fig. 1 (on the right) .
We have cut a closed and bounded subset from R where our super evolution is allowed to take place and this amounts to compactifying the original superqubit space -the sets P ψ , P ϕ are compact manifolds with boundary. Another virtue of Def. 18 is that for every S(2pη) there exists S ‡ (2pη). This is because S ‡ (2pη) = S −1 (2pη) = S(−2pη) as we have noticed in Lemma 7. But not all group axioms are satisfied after we restricted the superqubit evolution to P ψ . We know from Lemma 7 that S(
The group law of addition is not defined beyond the domain P ψ . Here we propose a solution based on the fact that (R, +) is a universal cover of the compact group U (1). The explicit onto map is the modulo 2π function mod 2π : (R, +) → U (1) that can be written as
valid for all p ∈ R. If we make the following substitution
in Eq. (17) we obtain a superqubit with the right properties.
Remark. Perhaps there is a question why we bothered with Def. 18 if now we again compactified the whole R. Def. 18 helped us to find where exactly we have to impose the periodic boundary conditions. If we imposed the periodic boundary conditions on the positivity interval leading to s 1 we would encounter various inconsistencies 1 .
Remark. The mapping Eq. (54) is a textbook example of a quotient space construction [52] . What makes it less trivial here is the presence of additional structures on the manifold we compactify.
One of the consequences of Def. 18 is that we cannot vary the parameter p such that the probability of measurement of the bullet state is one (note that before we bounded p the probability of measuring bullet had been one for p = ±1). But this becomes more acceptable in the light of our earlier observation that the superqubit space is not a homogeneous space.
Proposition 19. The superqubit compactification Eq. (54) is basis-independent.
Proof. Up to now, we worked in a specific basis {|0 , |1 , |• } but the compactification procedure should be independent on the basis. Let's see what happens if we transform a superqubit Eq. (17) into a rotated basis given by {Z |0 , Z |1 , Z |• } where Z = U (α, β)S(2pη) is an arbitrary U OSP (1|2; CΛ 2 ) rotation. The group action followed by the change of Grassmann variables transforms |0 to |ψ from Eq. (19a). If compared to the S(2pη) subgroup acting on |0 and followed by p → −p one gets almost an identical state
Only the action of SU (2) is left out but that is confined to the even subspace and therefore is not relevant for the proof. So we can just study the effect of the rotated standard basis |0 ′ = S(2xη) |0 , |1 ′ = S(2xη) |1 and |• ′ = S(2xη) |• where x ∈ R. We rewrite the transformed superqubit as
We want this state to be a physical state according to Def. 18 and so we impose |p ′ | ≤ 1/2 where p − x = p ′ . But this is not enough and the argument now goes exactly as in the paragraph leading to Eq. (54) -the compactification in the new basis is achieved by the same prescription as Eq. (55) 
II. BIPARTITE SUPERQUBIT STATES, THE CHSH GAME AND TSIRELSON'S BOUND
The most interesting results of quantum information theory are when bi-and multipartite states are used as resources in computational and communication protocols. Quantum correlations are the distinctive aspect of quantum physics and one of the consequences is that using multipartite entangled quantum states one can perform significantly better compared to classical physics. Here we want to argue that multipartite entangled quantum states based on superqubits are even better resources than ordinary quantum states. But we face an obstacle. It is not immediately obvious what is the Lie superalgebra one should study. Moreover, the representation theory of higher-dimensional Lie superalgebras is not straightforward [18, 20] . We will follow a different path here. Using our definition of a super Hilbert space (Def. 10) we conjecture the existence of certain states for which there are good reasons to think that they are members of the carrier space of the Grassmann-valued group we would have obtained by studying higher orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras. One of such states is a tensor product of two superqubits. To construct it, let's utilize the transformed superqubits from Eq. (19a) whose form leads to
where p A , p B ∈ R, α, β, γ, δ ∈ C and η A , η # A , η B , η # B ∈ CΛ 4 . As expected, the state |•• does not appear accompanied by ordinary numbers as a consequence of Lemma 9. Hence, we propose the second example of a pure two-superqubit state to be
where p A , p B ∈ R, a, b, c, d, α, β, γ, δ ∈ C such that |a| 2 + |b| 2 + |c| 2 + |d| 2 = 1, |α| 2 + |β| 2 = |γ| 2 + |δ| 2 = 1 and
This expression can factorized:
Note that the state Ψ AB contains an arbitrary two-qubit state. Let's set a = d = 1/ √ 2 and β = δ = 1 and we obtain the state we are going to experiment with:
We claim that Υ AB is at least as nonlocal as a maximally entangled (Bell) state. If we prepare any setup where a maximally entangled state is used in quantum information theory, utilize Υ AB instead and ignore the bullet components (p A = p B = 0) we will be able to perform as efficiently as with the Bell state itself. The question is now: Is Υ AB able to perform better considering the super degrees of freedom? The best way to check is to reproduce the experiment that is a hallmark of nonlocality -the coincidence measurement resulting in Bell's inequalities [1] . There exists a sharp reformulation of Bell inequalities known as the CHSH game [3] interpreting the measurement from the computer science point of view. Let us recapitulate the CHSH game. It is a so-called nonlocal game [5] with three players: a referee who competes with two cooperating players Alice and Bob. The referee chooses two bits i ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ {0, 1} with probability 1/4 and sends i to Alice and j to Bob such they are not aware of one another's bit value. Alice and Bob each return a bit of communication (denoted a and b, respectively) back to the referee. The condition for Alice and Bob to win the game is when the equation ij = a ⊕ b is satisfied for each round. Alice and Bob cannot communicate during the game but they can establish their strategy beforehand. They also share a resource -a physical system obeying the known laws of physics. The agreed strategy can be looked upon as a type of classical resource (classical correlations). In that case, the optimal strategy leads to the maximal probability of winning If they share quantum correlations the chances of winning are higher. Namely, a shared maximally entangled state Ψ AB = 1/ √ 2(|00 + |11 ) accompanied by an agreed measurement strategy leads to
As a matter of fact, this is the maximal value that can be reached for the CHSH game using quantum-mechanical resources. It is known as Tsirelson's bound [2] . To achieve the bound they choose one of the following orthogonal measurement bases {|0 iA , |1 iA } and {|0 jB , |1 jB } rotated according to the value they receive from the referee {i, j} → {α i , β i , γ j , δ j } where
and similarly for |1 iA(jB) . The amplitudes achieving Tsirelson's bound read
Up until now there has been no candidate among physical theories that could provide resources more nonlocal than a maximally entangled state. The only possibility is a nonlocal box (also called PR box) [4] as a mathematical construct designed to reach the maximal winning probability p P R win = 1. A nonlocal box is a hypothetical resource shared by Alice and Bob whose inputs are i and j and its highly nonlocal inner workings produce the values a and b such that Alice and Bob always win.
If we want to test how well Υ AB performs we have to adjust the rules of the CHSH game but at the same time we have to play exactly the same game as we play with a Bell state. A superqubit is formally a three-level system and so we merge the subspace spanned by |1 and |• . We set the rules such that Alice (Bob) announces the result a = 1 (b = 1) if the result of the measurement lies in this subspace and a = 0 (b = 0) if it was projected into |0 . We define
where η A , η # A , η B and η # B are generators of the Grassmann algebra CΛ 4 and r i , s j ∈ R is chosen according to the bits i and j received from the referee. The local superunitary transformation is a general rotation Eq. (9) following Lemma 6 leading to S(2pη) in Eq. (15) .
The measurement will be performed on a shared bipartite entangled superqubit state Υ AB rotated according to Eq. (59)
Therefore the winning Grassmann-valued probability reads
is the Grassmann-valued probability function introduced in Def. 13. The letters m and n label the orthogonal basis states {|m , |n } = {|0 , |1 , |• }. The phase factor in the first line comes 
where p win (Υ AB ) is Eq. (61) after the modified Rogers norm from Def. 17 has been used. The constraint in Eq. (63b) is Def. 18 applied on a tensor product of two superqubits ψ(r i ) and ϕ(s j ) (cf. Eq. (42)). The constraint in Eq. (63c) follows from Def. 18 applied on Υ AB . It is surprisingly equivalent to the previous constraint since the transition probability factorizes
The third line is a constraint that expresses our ignorance about how to get rid of negative probabilities for the measurement of Υ AB in an arbitrary, locally superrotated, basis. The simple procedure from Def. 18 followed by the compactification must be generalized. The reason is that there is no factorization happening for the amplitude
for an arbitrary rotation Z iA ⊗Z jB . These are the expressions forming the transition probability p
Gmn of a general projective measurement Eq. (62) used for the calculation of the winning probability. So there does not seem to exist a sole condition on the p A , p B parameters to get positive probabilities -they are intertwined with the parameters α i , β i , γ j and δ j coming from the SU (2) A ⊗ SU (2) B subgroup.
Hence, we have no equivalent of Lemma 19 for single superqubits and Eqs. (63b) and (63c) are not sufficient to guarantee the positivity of the transition probabilities. It must be enforced 'manually' as in Eq. (63d). This step is crude but if a consistent compactification is in principle possible even for two superqubits (that is an open question), it will lead to the same result -a two-superqubit Hilbert space that does not lead to negative transition probabilities. However, the two-superqubit manifold will likely be a non-trivial surface whose compactification might not be straightforward.
Note that we require all thirty six transition probabilities to lie between zero and one since the losing probabilities can be in principle measured if Alice and Bob, for some reason, decide to do so.
The overall expression for p win is complicated and its form is not really informative. The optimization has to be done numerically [53] and gives us p sqbit win ≃ 0.8647 with the following winning parameters:
The optimization procedure leads to a non-convex program and so p sqbit win ≃ 0.8647 is not necessarily a global maximum.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied superqubits -supersymmetric quantum states based on a certain supersymmetric extension of quantum mechanics. The motivation for this work is to properly define the mathematical structures used in [16, 17] and offer a way of getting rid of negative probabilities encountered in [17] . This has been achieved by a proposed method of compactification of the superqubit space thus resolving the problem for single superqubits. The problem remains open for multipartite superqubit states where there is a hope that the issue could be tackled in a similar way by considering higher-dimensional Lie superalgebras.
The paper contains two main parts followed by two appendices. In the first section the algebraic properties of superqubits were studied in detail and a number of novel results were proven mainly for maps on supercommutative bimodules and related structures. This section builds upon the machinery of Lie superalgebras and superlinear algebra that has been extensively reviewed in Appendix A followed by Appendix B with a number of practical rules for calculating with superqubits. Among several main results from the first section are the introduction of a super Hilbert space and the rules for obtaining real numbers from even Grassmann-valued probability functions based on the Rogers norm and Berezin integral. The prescription used here is novel and is more similar to the procedure of getting real numbers from Grassmann numbers introduced in [46] than to [17] .
In the second section we ventured into the territory of multi-superqubit states and constructed certain bipartite superentangled states. One such state (a different one from the state used in [17] ) was used as a nonlocal resource in a three-party game known as the CHSH game. The game is a perspicuous reformulation of the CHSH inequalities from the quantum communication complexity theory point of view. The best performance quantum mechanics is capable of is when a maximally entangled state is used as a shared nonlocal resource in the game between Alice and Bob. The maximum winning probability is then p quant win = cos 2 π/8 ≃ 0.8536 which in terms of an expected value of an operator corresponds to so-called Tsirelson's bound [2] . It has been known, however, that quantum mechanics is not as nonlocal as it could have been. There exists a gap beyond Tsirelson's bound filled with hypothetical no-signalling theories (that is, theories not permitting superluminal communication) but more nonlocal than quantum mechanics. In [17] we reported crossing Tsirelson's bound using a concrete physical model based on superqubits. Here, due to the introduced compactification procedure, we further limited the parameter space of superqubits while still being able to cross the bound. The maximal winning probability we found is lower compared to [17] : p sqbit win ≃ 0.8647. This study leaves several questions unanswered. First of all, how else are superqubits different from quantum mechanics? Or, even more generally, does this theory fit into the framework of general probabilistic theories studied recently by a number of authors [54] [55] [56] ? It might be of interest to see if all desirable axioms are satisfied and, if not, what the consequences would be. After all, the version of supersymmetric quantum mechanics we set out to explore possibly extends quantum mechanics even without crossing Tsirelson's bound. Even if Tsirelson's bound was not beaten we would still be left with states that are unlike ordinary quantum-mechanical states. This brings us to another question. How can we get rid of negative probabilities for bipartite, and possibly multipartite states? Negative probabilities are never used to calculate anything but the theory is still incomplete since they can be reached by the group action followed by the modified Rogers norm. We believe that the compactification procedure introduced here can be generalized for multi-superqubit states. The answer how to achieve this goal certainly lies on the way to the proper definition of a Grassmann-valued group governing the evolution of multipartite superqubits. That is a research project on its own that we avoided and instead used a dirty way to get around the problem in Section II by using the insight from the theory of superqubits obtained in the first section. Finally, in the previous work [17] we defined the modified Rogers norm as a way how to extract real numbers from even Grassmann number. This is by no means a unique procedure. It might be interesting to propose and study alternative prescriptions.
Appendix A: Background on Lie superalgebras and related structures
be a finite-dimensional Z 2 -graded linear vector space over K = R, C, where the grading structure is isomorphic to Z 2 . When The property that makes Z 2 -graded vector spaces different from ordinary vector spaces is that the tensor product obeys the grading structure:
where ⊕ stands for addition modulo two.
Other names for degree is parity (mostly in physics) or grade. Some authors insist on distinction between grade and degree. In the present work these two terms will be used interchangeably. 
and we write |X| = 0. Similarly, X is called odd (fermionic) if it is grade-reversing
( |X| = 1). The symbol ⊕ denotes addition modulo two.
We can readily illustrate the use of the standard basis from Def. 21. Any linear operator can be represented as a matrix of the block form [22, 25] 
where dim X = p + q. So, for example, the submatrix C is a rectangular block with q rows and p columns. The matrix X has entries in K. End(K p|q ) consists only of even or odd linear maps whose standard form reads
for even maps and
for odd maps.
Definition 23. (i) A Z 2 -graded ring R is called a superalgebra if it is furnished with a supercommutator (also called a graded commutator)
valid for all r, s ∈ R.
(ii) A superalgebra R is called supercommutative if
holds for all r, s ∈ R.
Remark. A superalgebra from the above definition is formally not an algebra (it is trivially an algebra over the integers though [15] ). But this can be easily rectified. In particular, let there be a ring R that is also a Z 2 -graded complex vector space such that
is satisfied for all r, s ∈ R and λ ∈ C. Then R is an algebra, namely, a Z 2 -graded algebra. From now on, when we say superalgebra we mean a Z 2 -graded algebra.
If we adopted a more categorical approach to superalgebras [25] , we could define the supercommutator without introducing rings and the related multiplication.
Example. A complex Grassmann algebra CΛ N of order N is a traditional example of a supercommutative superalgebra. It is freely generated by N anticommuting generators
and it has a direct sum structure
The dimension of the Grassmann algebra CΛ N is therefore 2 N and it contains a unit element in CΛ 0 N ≡ C. Note that in this work we consider only finite-dimensional Grassmann algebras. We will use CΛ N,i to denote an even (i = 0) or odd (i = 1) subspace of CΛ N . Recall that the Grassmann algebra CΛ N is isomorphic to the exterior algebra ∧ N . By linearity of the wedge product the supercommutator can be extended to non-homogeneous elements of CΛ N .
Definition 24. An arbitrary element ζ ∈ CΛ N is called a supernumber and can be uniquely decomposed as ζ = ζ e + ζ o where ζ e ∈ CΛ N,0 and ζ o ∈ CΛ N,1 . The general form of an even and odd supernumber reads
where z 0 , z and η = η I on the RHS of the above equations.
Definition 25. [20, 21, 24, 51] A finite-dimensional a Z 2 -graded algebra R is called a Lie superalgebra if it is equipped with a bilinear non-associative product
for all r, s, t ∈ R.
One can verify that the graded commutator Eq. (A.5) satisfies the above conditions. Example. The general linear Lie superalgebra gl(p|q; K) is simply End(K p|q ) as introduced in Def. 22 [25] 12) where M T denotes the transposition of a matrix M in the standard basis.
Remark. Equivalently, we may write the component version of the supertranspose definition:
The standard basis convention dictates |i| = 0 for i ≤ p and |j| = 0 for j ≤ q.
This ad hoc looking definition is a special case of a definition for more general object called supermatrices. We will get to them in a moment but for the sake of clarity it seems advantageous to first illustrate the concept on End(K p|q ). It follows from the Def. 26 and Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) that
We pinpoint two interesting properties of the supertranspose [19, 22, 26] :
Another reason to introduce the supertranspose at this point is the following important Lie supersubalgebra [21] : The matrix
represents a non-degenerate bilinear form where H 1 is a symmetric matrix and H 2 is a skewsymmetric matrix.
The algebra is a Z 2 -graded vector space where dim H 1 = p and dim H 2 = q. From the matrix representation of the bilinear form follows that the subspaces spanned by even and odd basis elements are orthogonal with respect to it. We may rewrite the condition for a matrix X to be in osp(p|q; R) as
Putting H 1 and H 2 in the standard form where H 1 is a p-dimensional unit matrix and H 2 is q × q symplectic matrix (the form represented by H is non-degenerate so q is even) explains the name orthosymplectic: the even subspace (even endomorphisms in the sense of Def. 22) is a direct sum of two Lie algebras bearing the same name. The odd subspace does not form an algebra.
Supermatrices
The origin of matrices in linear algebra and the related operations on them (such as transpose) revolves around the concept of duality of vector spaces (for a clear exposition see [15] ). We only briefly recall that every finite-dimensional vector space W has a dual W * whose elements are linear forms ω ∈ W * . The action of a linear form ω : W → K is usually written as ω(w) where w ∈ W . By choosing a basis {b i } in W , this expression defines the dual basis {β i } ∈ W * by setting β k (b l ) = δ kl . The spaces are isomorphic but to make it basis-independent, an assistance of a non-degenerate bilinear form F U,W : U × W → K is required. For all w ∈ W we obtain a linear form F U,W ( − , w) : U → K and so the isomorphism of W and U * is given by the identification w → F U,W ( − , w).
The transpose operation plays a fundamental role in linear algebra and appears in two slightly different contexts [15] . First, a linear transformation g : W → V defines a dual map g * :
* is a linear form and so 2 ν : V → K. If G is a matrix of g with respect to the bases of W and V then G T is the matrix form of the dual map g * written in the corresponding dual bases of V * and W * . The second occurrence of the transpose operation is after an additional structure has been introduced to the vector spaces W and V , namely a non-degenerate bilinear form F V ≡ F V,V and F W ≡ F W,W . It is at this point when we can employ the isomorphism V → V * and W → W * provided by the identification mentioned in the previous paragraph. Let g : W → V and h : V → W be linear maps (morphisms). Then h is called the adjoint if it satisfies
for all v ∈ V, w ∈ W . It turns out that if G is a matrix representing the map g (written in the basis orthogonal with respect to F V ) than the representing matrix H of h is just G T . So taking the adjoint is formally the same thing as the transpose operation but one has to be aware of subtle differences important in a more general case of Z 2 -graded modules.
If we further relax the requirement of a field in the definition of a vector space and let it be a non-commutative ring R, we obtain the definition of a left or right R-module and the correspondingly generalized notion of duality for modules [15] . Note that even though a module is a more general structure than a vector space, it is often said that an R-module is a vector space over R. The module axioms [15] justify this type of language used mainly in the literature on supersymmetry [25] . In reality, modules over rings are much more general structures than vector spaces. But R-modules studied in supersymmetry are special -they are free which is equivalent to saying that they admit a basis [15] . Crucially, this basis can be chosen as the standard (canonical) basis in linear algebra. This is precisely the choice of homogeneous elements in Eq. (A.1) with an addition of Z 2 -grading for the purposes of supersymmetry.
Following [19, 22, 23, 25, 26] , it is possible to generalize this construction in two principal directions. In the Z 2 -graded case the starting point is a vector space K p|q . The first upgrade is to promote it to a supermodule. Note that in the spirit of the remark below Def. 23 we will be using the word superalgebra for a Z 2 -graded ring with an added compatible multiplication from a given field (see Eq. (A.7)). It is known [22, 25] that if the superalgebra R is supercommutative, both multiplications are related by
for all (homogeneous) w ∈ W and r ∈ R. Then the resulting object is called (super)R-bimodule. In this work, the supercommutative superalgebra R will always be the Grassmann algebra CΛ N of order N . We will occasionally denote such R-bimodules as Λ p|q . Now we can proceed as in Def. 21 and by using the basis from Eq. (A.1) we write down an element w of the bimodule Λ p|q as 19) where ζ r i ∈ CΛ N are the right components. It is customary to write the right components as a column vector [19] (see [15] for non-graded modules). The dual of the right R-module is a left R-module Λ * p|q . Similarly to the right R-module one can show that for any ω ∈ Λ * p|q defined as ω : w → R we obtain
where ζ l i ∈ CΛ N are the left components and {ǫ i } is the dual basis: ǫ i (e j ) = δ ij . The left components are written as rows and this convention has its origin precisely in the fact that in both graded and non-graded case, the left R-module (as a linear form) acts on the elements of the right R-module. This can be displayed as a row vector of the left coordinates multiplying a column vector of the right coordinates with the result in R. However, if we compare Eqs. (A. 19) and (A.20) we can see that unlike the non-graded case (and for R = K), the ordinary transpose operation does not achieve the swap of the left and right coordinates because of the signs that got in the way.
To proceed we note that relative to the standard basis, any linear map τ : Λ p|q → Λ s|t can be presented as a supermatrix :
Supermatrices have the block structure similar to End(K p|q ) Eq. (A.2) but the entries are now Grassmann numbers since R = CΛ N . The supermatrix representing a morphism τ acts on a column vector (as they are elements of the right R-bimodule) from the left. Similarly, the supermatrix representing the action of the dual map τ * : Λ * s|t → Λ * p|q acts on row elements of the left R-bimodule from the right. We define a supermatrix S to be even if the corresponding map preserves the parity and odd if it reverses it. In the former case, the entries of A and D are even Grassmann and the entries of C and B are odd Grassmann numbers. For S odd, the parity of entries of its subblocks is swapped. Even and odd supermatrices are called homogeneous (sometimes called pure).
Definition 29. The set of homogeneous supermatrices of dimension (s+t)×(p+q) with entries in CΛ N is denoted by M(s|t, p|q; CΛ N ). When s = p and t = q we will write M(p|q, CΛ N ).
Remark. For our purposes, M(p|q, CΛ N ) is a set but it is straightforward to promote it to an associative algebra with the usual matrix multiplication and further define an associated Lie bracket from Def. 25 making it into a Lie superalgebra [25] .
Note that if R = K, an even supermatrix S ∈ M(p|q, CΛ N ) becomes X e , Eq. (A.3), and an odd supermatrix becomes X o (Eq. (A.4) ).
For an R-bimodule morphism τ : Λ p|q → Λ s|t there exists [19, 22] its dual τ * : Λ * s|t → Λ * p|q satisfying (τ * (ω))(w) = (−)
where w ∈ Λ p|q and ω ∈ Λ * s|t . The definition of the dual supermodule action generalizes the linear algebra construction sketched at the beginning of this subsection. If the matrix form of τ is a supermatrix S with respect to the bases of Λ p|q and Λ s|t (Eq. (A.2)) then the supermatrix representing the dual map τ * written with respect to the bases of Λ * s|t and Λ * p|q is T = S ST . ST stands for the supertranspose and the definition coincides with Eq. (A.12) (assuming the standard basis): . It may seem a bit odd to use the same symbol ST for an operation on rows/columns and supermatrices. For supermatrices we know that they represent supermodule morphisms and the supertranspose gives us the dual morphism. But the rows and columns of coordinates do not have any such interpretation. One option is to consider rows and columns as simple supermatrices and then we have to make sure that both operations (that is, ST from Eq. (A.23) and the one brought in Def. 30) are consistent so that we can both call them supertranspose.
But at first sight, it is not obvious what is going on. To clarify, we look for the inspiration in the non-graded case. If {e i } is a free basis of the vector space V (a module over R) then the components of v ∈ V , where v = i v i e i , are represented by a column vector and there is no need to distinguish between left and right coordinates (so we wrote them on the left). An element of f ∈ V * of the space dual to V written with respect to the basis {ǫ i } dual to {e i } reads f = i f i ǫ i but its components {f i } are also represented by a column vector. On the other hand, the form f written in the basis {e i } is represented as a row vector which is the transpose of the original row vector. But to be able to do this, we had to identify the spaces V and V * through a non-degenerate bilinear form. In other words, our original vector space V already has some additional structure enabling us to 'multiply' columns by rows (this is the ordinary dot product yielding a real number).
The same discussion carries over to the super scenario where of course one has to be careful to distinguish the left and right multiplication of the R-bimodule and take into account the properties of the underlying ring R. In the supersymmetric case we have R = CΛ N and the result is the modified transpose -the supertranspose with all its different properties compared to the ordinary transpose. For more on this topic, see the beginning of the next subsection.
Having the previous paragraph in mind, let's go back to Def. . The difference ultimately boils dow to the fact that the supertranspose is not an involution [19, 22] but an operation of order 4:
(A.24) The last sentence will be clarified after the next example.
Example. Let's verify on a simple example that the supertranspose action on a supermatrix is consistent with a supermatrix acting on a column vector of coordinatates as defined in the Def. 30. Let R = CΛ N with N high enough such that two identical Grassmann numbers do Encouraged by the previous example, it seems that the supertranspose operations on supematrices and supervectors are compatible exactly as in the non-graded case. Indeed, a row supermatrix is considered to be a square supermatrix S ∈ M(p|q, CΛ N ) of size (1 + 0) × (p + q) (the uppermost row of S) and a column supervector is a supermatrix of size (p + q) × (1 + 0) (the leftmost column of S). When the row is supertransposed, we use the first part of Def. 30 and it coincides with the Def. 26 applied to supermatrices. It also provides the definition for the supertranspose of a column vector z row = z [19] . We have the following chain of how the supertranpose transforms an even and odd supervector (let's take z from the previous example):
Let's get back to the second part of Def. 30. In reality, there are two equivalent definitions of the supertranspose. It is either Def. 26 leading to the chain Eq. (A.24) we are using here or, alternatively, Let us recall what kets and bras represent in quantum mechanics. Let V be a vector space equipped with a non-degenerate Hermitian and positive semidefinite form F V : V × V → C. If dim V = n < ∞ the representation of the form is the n-dimensional unit matrix and the space V can be called a Hilbert space. Any v ∈ V is denoted as a ket |v and the Hermitian form F V is in quantum mechanics written as − | − . A bra u | is an element of the space V * dual to V precisely because of the identification u → u| − provided by the Hermitian form F V . Indeed, u| − : V → C so it is a linear form whose shorthand notation is u |. So there is a double-meaning to the symbol − | − : As we said, it is the same thing as F V . But u | also acts on |v as u |(|v ) -a clumsy notation that is avoided by setting u | (|v ) ≡ u|v . This overlaps with the primary meaning of − | − but, fortunately, it does not cause troubles due to the aforementioned identification V → V * . The generalization of kets and bras to the supersymmetric case is in many aspects similar. We can again assume the existence of a bilinear, non-degenerate form and identify the Rbimodule Λ p|q with its dual. But we omitted the adjectives Hermitian and positive semidefinite for the form! We can assume the form to be Hermitian if we restrict our attention to C p|q ⊂ M(p|q, CΛ N ) and look for the inspiration to [28] where a, b ∈ C and the bar denotes complex conjugation.
Note that for q = 0 we get A ‡ = A † (all operators are even), the dagger becomes the usual quantum-mechanical adjoint and we can impose positive semidefiniteness on the bilinear form. Apart from this trivial example of an operation satisfying the above axioms, we already have a less trivial candidate for the double dagger if q = 0: ‡ Remark. The reason why we avoided positive semidefiniteness in the above definition is precisely for the case where q = 0. Than the tensor product of two vectors from the Z 2 -graded vector space C p|q whose norms are positive does not need to be positive. This is an observation already made in Ref. [28] and an explicit example is the double bullet state Eq. (28).
Remark (Important). Now we can address the problem of the super version of kets and bras. They simply denotes elements of C p|q . Later, they will be generalized in the context of Theorem 1 to denote column and row supermatrices. Finally, after the uosp(1, 2; CΛ N ) algebra has been defined they denote normalized even column and row supermatrices we call superqubits.
The grade adjoint ST is not general enough for M(p|q, CΛ N ), though. We would like to generalize the double dagger map ‡ for the morphisms of the studied R-bimodule Λ p|q represented by the supermatrices S ∈ M(p|q, CΛ N ) (this is our starting point in Sec. I) and that calls for a generalization of complex conjugation for Grassmann variables. But that again means to sacrifice the requirement for the form to be Hermitian (let alone positive semidefinite). The way to recover it is the development after Theorem 1 in the main body of the paper leading to the uosp(1|2; CΛ N ) algebra (Def. 2). Now we will present the last missing ingredient to be able to formulate it. Every Z 2 -graded ring is associated with (at least) two types of antilinear automorphisms: Remark. The star map is an involution and the hash map is a grade involution. Both maps reduce to ordinary complex conjugation for complex numbers. The star map is frequently used in calculations of fermion path integrals in QFT [47] where Grassmann variables appear as well. For us, however, the hash map will be relevant (see Theorem 1 that would not be possible to formulate with the star involution). For further details consult [18, 36] . An insight from physics into the existence of the star and hash maps is provided by Lemma 15.
Appendix B: Calculations with supermatrices
We will not list all properties of supermatrices [26] but only those few repeatedly used in the main body of the paper. An important map is the supertrace defined for S ∈ M(p|q, CΛ N ) by The first equality is all that is left from the Taylor series of the exponential function, in the second equality Eqs. (4) were used and the third row comes from Eq. (B.2), the rule Eq. (B.5) and ηη # = −η # η.
Example. Another exercise is the calculation of the norm of Eq. (17) in two different ways: using column/row matrices and kets and bras. Note that the situation is not that straightforward as in ordinary quantum mechanics due to Eqs. (B.6) and (B.7). From (17) and (18) we get ψ|ψ = ᾱ 1 + In the first equality we used Eq. (B.4), the second equality is the definition of ‡, in the third equality the supertranspose Eq. (A.23) was applied (note that the matrix becomes even after η has 'entered' Q 1 ) and the in the fourth equality Eq. (B.4) was used again.
